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Abstract
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After 10 years and 300 thousands operation hours of experience with AzipodÒ for propulsion and dynamic positioning,
the Compact AzipodÒ has been developed to meet the market
demand for podded thruster units in the power range of 0.4
to 5MW. High reliability, power efficiency, and life cycle
cost efficiency has been the target for this new thruster concept for station keeping and propulsion.
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Introduction
The era of podded propulsion initiated in the late 1980’s,
where a group of innovative engineers in the shipbuilding
industry and demanding ship owners outlined the Azipod
propulsion concept initially for ice going vessels, in order to
improve the reliability, efficiency, and maneuverability of
the vessel.
Due to the mechanically simple and rugged design, superior
hydrodynamic efficiency, and maneuverability, the podded
propulsion concept soon obtained a wide application range.
It has been used as main propulsion in a number of different
ship types with diesel electric propulsion, including offshore
supply vessels, tankers, and passenger vessels. For larger
cruise ships, it has become the state-of-the art propulsion
concept during the recent years.
As the conventional Azipod concept aims for applications
with higher propulsion powers, mainly above 5MW per unit,
even though produced as small as 600kW, it is advantageous
to keep the concept as a project specific engineered unit,
adaptable to the particulars of the project. This approach has
proven to be the optimal for higher propulsion powers,
where minor details in the optimization may give huge benefits during operation.
In the propulsion market of 400kW to 5000kW, other criteria apply for the evaluations, and it was shown necessary to
improve the podded propulsion concept with regards to
overall cost efficiency, delivery times and off-the shelf
spares availability.
A new design of a compact Azipod has been accomplished,
where the aim has been to make the Azipod concept available for lower power applications, by introducing a modular,
and highly standardized solution.
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Fig. 1: Compact Azipod, without nozzle.

Compact AzipodÒ
The compact Azipod unit consists of four main modules;
-

Propeller, with or without nozzle

-

Electric Motor Module

-

Strut Module

-

Power Transmission and Steering Module

All the modules can be dismounted for transport or for
maintenance or replacement work. This feature also allows
for partial deliveries to the shipyard on demand.
The unit is also available for underwater dis-/mounting.
The fixed pitch propeller is driven by an electrical motor,
directly mounted on the propeller shaft. The electrical power
is controlled by an on-board frequency converter, and
transmitted to the electrical motor via the power slip rings at
the power transmission and steering module.
The electrical motor is cooled by the surrounding sea water
through the motor housing. There is no need for any additional cooling media to the motor.
The azimuthing angle control is fully electrical, with a redundant variable speed controlled steering machinery, which
together with the slip rings ensures free rotation.
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The compact Azipod is a highly modular concept,
covering a range of thrust and power capacities.

The motivations for this development has been to produce a
podded thruster solution, attractive for station keeping
thrusters and main propulsion, by taking advantage of the
experience from the larger Azipods. This has result in a
overall cost efficient solution, with advantageous technical
characteristics, including:
-

Two shaft bearing systems only, in contrast to minimum
six in a similar mechanical thruster

-

No gear and minimized mechanical transmission losses

-

Excellent hydrodynamic efficiency of propeller with
uniform wake field

-

No shaft alignment during assembly and installation,
simplifies the construction and installation work

-

Minimum amount of oil consumption, electrical steering

-

No oil filters, pumps and oil cooling units

-

No foundations needed besides thruster well

-

High and accurate torque and power capability, reverse
and forward rotation, improves the station keeping capability and allows for better utilization of installed
power generation capacity

-

Simple and rigid mechanical structure, with a minimized amount of moveable parts, gives less maintenance

-

Higher overall efficiency, reduced power and fuel consumption

Propeller Module
Various alternatives for propeller design are possible for the
compact Azipod unit, optimized for the specific application.
The propeller is normally of monoblock type.
The unit can be equipped with nozzle for increased bollard
pull, Figure 3, required for thrusters in dynamically positioned vessels.
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Fig.3:

Compact Azipod thruster with nozzle.

It is a well known trade-off in the design that a nozzle increases the hydrodynamic resistance for transit speeds, typically as shown in Figure 4.
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Fig 4:

Typical thrust vs. speed curve,
with and without nozzle.

Motor Module
- General
The Compact Azipod incorporates a permanent magnet synchronous motor with a fixed-pitch propeller that is mounted
directly onto the motor shaft. Permanent magnet technology
gives the system a number of benefits. The outer diameter of
the pod can be decreased, which improves hydrodynamic
efficiency. The uniform frame design enables the motor to
be directly cooled via convection to the surrounding seawater without using any additional cooling media.
- Stator Windings and Insulation
The waterproof low voltage stator winding design combines
the class F insulation system (according to IEC) with vacuum-pressure impregnation (VPI). The insulation technique
was introduced already more than 20 years ago and it has
gained world-wide reputation for high reliability.
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The insulation system exceeds the requirements of thermal
class F with good margin (average temperature limit of class
F is 145 °C) which provides a good overload margin. The
stator winding also withstands well the influence of high
humidity, moisture and chemically aggressive substances.
This is achieved by;
-

Form-wound windings similar to high-voltage windings. Form-wound winding ensures that the voltage
stresses due to non-sinusoidal supply voltage remain at
well acceptable level in all winding elements.

-

Before VPI, each coil is impulse voltage tested for turn
insulation and DC or AC voltage tested for main insulation. Each coil complies with the IEC requirements for
basic impulse voltage levels.

-

The wound stator including coil end bracing is impregnated with epoxy resin as a complete unit in the total
VPI impregnation process. High vacuum before impregnation and the carefully controlled process ensure
the high quality of the windings.

-

The total impregnated stator winding is extremely
strong. Coil end deformations during starts and even
during rapid breaker re-closures are avoided. Any coil
vibrations in the slots are eliminated due to tight fit.

- Permanent Magnet Rotor
The salient pole permanent magnet rotor consists of a shaft,
a hub, permanent magnets and pole shoes. The hub is shrink
fitted onto the shaft and the permanent magnets are mechanically locked to the hub. The whole rotor is in conclusion impregnated.
The rotor excitation is generated by permanent magnets.
Thus it does not have any electric connections to the rotor.
Permanent magnet material is selected based on the mechanical, thermal, magnetic and corrosive requirements of
Compact Azipod components.
- Bearing
The lubrication of the compact Azipod is provided from a
programmable lubrication unit, Figure 5. The grease lubrication unit is located in the Azipod room and it is equipped
with alarms for low level of lubricant and pump malfunction.
Grease lubrication is very suitable for propeller side bearing
load and environmental conditions. Needed lifetime volume
of grease is very small due to effective cooling, which
makes it possible to dimension the waste grease chamber for
the bearing lifetime. There is no need for oil change.

Fig. 5: Bearing lubrication.
Thrust bearing of Compact Azipod is oil sump lubricated
anti friction (rolling) bearing, which is directly cooled to
surrounding water. The bearing does not have any seals
against water, which gives maximum protection against water.
Because of effective cooling it does not need any oil circuit.
Therefore any filters are neither needed.
- Shaft Sealing
Lubrication is very sensitive against water, e.g. water content above 0,03-0,05 % starts to decrease oil lifetime significantly. Therefore the shaft sealing is carefully designed to
avoid any water penetration to the bearing. Shaft sealing is a
combination of water lubricated face seal and two grease
lubricated lips seals. The outermost seal is water lubricated,
which is important for achieving zero emissions to the environment.
Face seal is made of ceramic material and it acts as main
seal. Thus two lips seals can handle the sealing function also
alone.
- Bilge Water Control
The compact Azipod is equipped with bilge drainage and
leakage control system, which enables follow-up of the
status of the sealing of the motor module. The concept includes leakage detection and drain arrangement both between the seals and inside the motor. Drainage is done by
pressurizing the inside of the motor and leading the drainage
pipe into atmospheric pressure in the Azipod room.
This system consists of compressed air sources, piping and
sight glass, shown in Figure 6.
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Fig. 6: Pressurizing and bilge control.
This system also gives a small overpressure relative to the
surrounding water, hence reducing the risk of water penetration to the bearing housing and motor module.
- Underwater Dismounting and Mounting
The compact Azipod has been designed for underwater dis-/
mounting.
The basic design criteria has been that all underwater handling should be ROV enabled without diver support. Another basic design criteria have been that whole underwater
operation must be possible to carry out with one crane only.
Before mounting, the compact Azipod unit is equipped with
a water tight protection doom and pressurized. Hull guide
frame cover are watertightly assembled in the pontoon
In the first phase the Azipod is lowered with one main wire
rope. Eventually, the whole weight of Azipod will be carried
by three guiding wires.
In the second stage the crane-hook is moved to a spreader
where guide wires are connected and the Azipod is lifted up
into final guiding place. The positioning is ensured by a
conical guiding ring for the coarse guiding and mini posts
for the final positioning, as illustrated in Figure 7. Locked
water between Azipod and hull-guide frame cover are removed by pressurized air.
Bolts are tightened from inside of the pontoon. Finally all
wires are disconnected by ROV and the in-hull equipment
can be assembled and connected.
The dismounting procedure is in principle the same, but in
reverse order.

Fig. 7: Principle sketch of the means for position guiding
when underwater mounting.

Strut Module
Strut module acts as a connective element in Compact
Azipod structure. Control cables, piping and power supply
bus bars for propulsion motor are located inside the onepiece cast strut module.
The shape of the strut module is designed to minimize hydrodynamic losses and yet to give a rudder effect without
running propeller during voyage.

Power Transmission and Steering Module
The power transmission and steering module consists of
local control and equipment box, slip-ring unit (cable drum
as an option), steering motors with gearboxes and assembly
block. This module is located inside the hull of the vessel.
The azimuth steering is electrical, with a redundant electric
motor drive system, controlled by variable speed controllers
for soft and precise azimuth control, without hydraulic
power transmission.
The assembly block is a rigid self-supporting structure incorporating slewing bearing and slewing gear ring and sealing against surrounding water. This design enables assembly
and factory acceptance tests for the whole unit including
steering and power transmission units.
The assembly block is sealed against surrounding water with
static seal. The rotating tiller is sealed against assembly
block with lip seals.
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Drive System
The Compact Azipod propulsion system includes an
ACW600 water-cooled propulsion drive. The low voltage
frequency converter is supplied from the main switchboard
or via a supply transformer. The ACW600 converts the AC
voltage to required output using Direct Torque Control
(DTC) principle and IGBT power semiconductor technology. The output frequency can be regulated to achieve the
full power in both directions of rotation as well as to any
required speed. Due to the principle of electric motor can
even full torque can be achieved even with zero speeds.
The drive and compact Azipod inherently allows for two
quadrant operation, which means full torque in positive and
negative direction of rotation. For quicker speed variations,
or regenerative breaking during transit conditions, a four
quadrant capability is often required, see Figure 8. This is
usually obtained by using a breaking resistor in the DC link
of the frequency converter.
Torque
Quadrant II
Breaking
Speed<0, Torque >0

Quadrant I
Motoring
Speed>0, Torque >0

P<0

P>0

ous values of flux and torque, rather than switching in a predetermined pattern as in conventional PWM current vector
controlled drives, Figure 10.
In propulsion systems, the dynamic performance of the drive
is under most normal operations and conditions much better
than the requirements. It is however, a great advantage with
a high speed torque response in handling of fault situations,
e.g. at a sudden drop of generator capacity where the DTC
enables a quick and accurate power reduction rather than a
power phase back or load shedding functionality. This feature allows for implementation of a much more precise load
management and black-out prevention functionality in the
power management system, allowing to utilize installed engine capacity at a higher level, and yet reducing the risk for
unintended unavailability of the thrusters, or black-out.
The DTC utilizes a variable switching frequency rather than
a fixed switching frequency, which is common for PWM
converters. The objective is to switch only when necessary
in order to increase the dynamic band with of the control
loop with minimum switching losses. As a side effect, the
acoustic noise from a DTC controlled motor does not have
the distinct frequency peaks as a PWM controlled motor.
The noise band is wide and rather flat, and is perceived
similar to a weak white noise by humans, Figure 11. Also,
the lack of high noise peaks in the 15-30kHz region contributes to lower risk of interference with hydro-acoustic sensors.

Speed
P>0

P<0

Quadrant III
Motoring
Speed<0, Torque <0

Quadrant IV
Breaking
Speed>0, Torque <0

Fig. 8: Two quadrant operation (P>0) is inherent in the
compact Azipod. Four quadrant operation requires
regenerative breaking.

Direct Torque Control

Fig. 9: DTC, block diagram.

Direct Torque Control (DTC) is a unique motor control
method developed by ABB for AC Drives.
The inverter switching is directly controlled according to the
motor core variables; flux and torque, Figure 9. The measured motor current and DC link voltages are inputs to an
adaptive motor model which produces exact actual values of
torque and flux every 25 microseconds. Motor torque and
flux is compared to actual values to the reference values
produced by the torque and flux reference controllers. Depending on the outputs from the hysteresis controllers, the
optimal switching logic directly determines the optimum
inverter switch positions every 25 µs. In DTC, every
switching is determined separately based on the instantane-
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Fig 10: Typical DTC torque step response
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Fig 11: Typical noise spectrum from DTC and PWM drives

Compact Azipod Control System
The control system consists of the thruster motor controller
in the frequency converter, dual azimuth control system in
the azimuth steering converters, and local/remote manual
controls, as shown in Figure 12.
These control functions are implemented in standard automation and drive controllers of the IndustrialIT platform.
This also ensures compatibility to integration with other onboard automation systems, such as power management, joystick controllers, and dynamic positioning systems by using
standardized field-bus communication where this is permitted by rules and regulations, see Figure 13. Hardwired signals are only used where necessary. The use of configurable
units and standardized communication protocols increases
the robustness and reduces start-up times, yet maintaining a
high degree of flexibility for adaptation to the specific vessel
configurations.

Electronic remote control panel
Interfaces, e.g. Joystick, DP, PMS

¨
Fig.13: The control system can easily be extended to an integrated MTC and Joystick control system.

Compact AzipodÒ for Propulsion
Electric propulsion has been used in a large number of vessel types for decades. Electrically driven shaft line propellers
have been replaced by mechanical thrusters and Azipod propulsion system, increasing the hydrodynamic efficiency and
the maneuverability of the vessels.
Figure 14 shows an example of a DP class 2-3 vessel with
two compact Azipod propulsion units, now under construction. The compact Azipods are here without nozzle in order
to increase the transit speed. Electrically driven, variable
speed tunnel thrusters and a retractable mechanical thrusters
are used to obtain the DP capability and maneuverability.
The electric power generation and distribution system for
this kind of vessels is normally a two-split system, as shown
in Figure 15 for the propulsion system. The number of running generators are selected, manually or automatically by
the power management system, to meet the actual load demand with highest possible fuel efficiency. The installed
system is therefore operating optimally under any load and
operating conditions, as shown in Figure 16.

Compact Azipod electronic control

Fieldbus communication

Azimuth control and frequency
converter

Motor control and frequency
converter

Compact Azipod

Fig.12 : Schematics of remote control system.
Fig 14: Two compact Azipod units used as
main propulsion for a supply vessel /1/.
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According to studies, and verified by ship owners, it has
been proven that there is a significant fuel cost saving, up to
30% to 40% compared to conventional mechanical shaft
lines, depending on the operational profile. Figure 17 shows
how the fuel saving increases with the share of station
keeping and maneuvering for a calculated example.
As a main propulsion unit, the compact Azipod can be
equipped with or without nozzle for optimizing the bollard
pull and transit speed requirements. The nozzle will also
influence the free-wheeling steering capability, which for a
compact Azipod can be made quite efficient with the ruddershaped strut module.
Vessel Loads
Propulsion Auxilliaries

Fig 15: Simplified single line diagram of the diesel electric
propulsion system in a supply vessel.

Mounting and dismounting of the propulsion unit may normally take place under dry conditions, by un-ballasting the
vessel, or in dry dock. Where a dry dis-/ mounting is acceptable, the strut can be dismounted from the power transmission and steering module in a flanged connection.
As a main propulsion unit for supply vessels, it is normally
necessary to keep the dimensions and height of the equipment smallest possible. The space in the aft section underneath deck, normally is very restricted, as shown in Figure
18.

Fig. 16: Typical comparison of fuel efficiency with Azipod
propulsion vs. other propulsion systems

Fig. 17: Comparison of fuel oil consumption (FOC) for a
supply vessel with Azipod propulsion and conventional shaft line propulsion, with varying operation
profile.
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Fig. 18: Example propulsion machinery arrangement
for a supply vessel.
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Compact AzipodÒ for Station Keeping
For installations where station keeping capability is the most
important characteristic, and transit speed and efficiency are
of less importance, other criteria for design optimization of
the compact Azipod applies.
As thruster unit for dynamic positioning and maneuvering,
the compact Azipod will normally be equipped with nozzle
for optimizing the bollard pull capability. As illustrated in
Figure 4, bollard pull can be increased with typically close
to 40% of what can be achieved without nozzle. In typical
applications, like semisubmersible drilling units, Figure 19,
and drill ships, it is a normally acceptable trade-off with a
reduced efficiency and transit speed.
The compact Azipod can inherently operate in both direction
of rotation, with full torque and power, due to the gear-less
shaft line and also since the thrust bearing is capable of absorbing full thrust in each direction. It has been shown that
this feature in some applications can reduce the amount of
margins for dynamic thruster usage, and hence increase the
vessel’s station keeping capability. Optimization of the propeller and nozzle may, however, reduce the obtainable thrust
in negative rotation, and the effects on the vessel’s capability
must be evaluated in each case.
Where thruster units are located close to each other, it is
desired to reduce the thruster-thruster interaction. In such
installations, the compact Azipod system may be configured
with forbidden sectors, or sectors with reduced thrust usage.

Fig. 20: Example of lifting method for underwater dis-/
mounting for a semisubmersible rig.
The same feature is also used to avoid disturbance from jet
stream and acoustic noise on hydroacoustic sensors, etc. The
gear-less design, and use of the DTC motor control scheme
further reduces the emitted acoustic noise, and hence diminish potential risk of interference with noise sensitive equipment.
For several applications, and in particular for drilling semi
submersibles and drill ships, the thruster units must be under-water dis-/ mountable. For such applications, the complete unit including the steering gear should be removable.
With the basic design for underwater mounting as shown in
Figure 7, various alternative lifting arrangements can be
utilized. Figure 20 shows a principle drawing of an arrangement for semisubmersible rigs.

Summary
The Azipod concept has been extended to the lower power
range with the new compact Azipod design, mainly designed
as a main propulsion and/or positioning thruster device for
the power range of 0.4MW to 5MW per thruster unit.
The compact Azipod should especially be applicable for
dynamically positioned ships and semis, and as main propulsion for diesel electrical offshore supply and similar work
ships, giving reduced operational costs, and increased maneuverability and station keeping capability.
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Fig. 19: Schematics of a semi-submersible drilling rig with
compact Azipod thrusters for dynamic positioning
and propulsion.
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